uncovering the northwest since 1993...
www.xmag.com

24th Anniversary Issue!

Bring On The Fireworks!

A SUPER SEXY SULTRY SUMMER

FEATURING THE EXPLOSIVE
NIKKI DIESEL
FROM KIT KAT CLUB

MURDEROUS CELEBRITIES! APOLOGETIC NAZIS! RACIST BURRITOS!
FULL BAR
FREE ENTRY ALL DAY!
ALWAYS AUDITIONING DANCERS!
DANCERS:
- PAY NO LATE FEES
- NO MANDATORY TIP OUTS
- KEEP AN OPEN SCHEDULE
- 21+ DANCERS

15826 SE DIVISION ST  PORTLAND, OR 97236  (503) 894-9219
4 PM - 2:30 AM  7 DAYS A WEEK  21+ FULL BAR
SPEARMINTRHINO.COM  RHINOSUPERSTORE.NET

GET COZY...
We Now Deliver!

RHINOSUPERSTORE.NET
SEE WHAT’S NEW AT THE SPEARMINT RHINO SUPERSTORE ONLINE!
SCAN TO SHOP NOW!
See some real Fireworks!

PARTY WITH US ON THE 4TH OF JULY and STOP IN AFTER THE WATERFRONT BLUES FESTIVAL

THE HOTTEST LUNCH DOWNTOWN
FREE BUFFET MON - SAT NOON TO 3 PM WITH ITEM PURCHASE

21+ FULL BAR • FULLY NUDE • 4TH AVE AT SW STARK ST • OPEN MON-SAT 11 AM - 2 AM, SUN 2 PM- 2 AM • 503.227.3936

CLUBLROUGHEPORTLAND.COM • ALWAYS CONTRACTING ENTERTAINERS 18 & UP • STOP IN AND SPEAK WITH A MANAGER TODAY
Bachelors, Birthdays, Divorces & Office Parties • Portland’s Best Private Dances

CASA DIABLO II
DUSK ’TIL DAWN

Sweet Succubus of the Month
Yoko

DAMN!
20+ Girls
Friday & Saturday Nights

Open everyday from 2:00PM til 2:30AM
www.dusktildawn.club
8445 SE McLoughlin Blvd., Portland, OR 97222 (503) 222-6310
Daily Auditions 10-4PM til 7PM
www.booking.dance/audition
Cabaret
More Than Just A Strip Club!

OPEN 2PM TO 2:30AM • HAPPY HOUR 2PM-6PM DAILY
17544 SE STARK ST • (503) 252-3529

4 CHAMPAGNE ROOMS, VIP ROOMS & LAP DANCE CORNERS - YOUR CHOICE!
HUGE MAIN STAGE, LONG CATWALK STAGE AND CAGE STAGE!
LARGE HEATED AND COVERED PATIO WITH 2 BIG SCREEN TVS!
ASK ABOUT OUR BIRTHDAY & BACHELOR PARTY PACKAGES!
EROTIC 2-GIRL HOT TUB SHOWS!
FRI & SAT, 12AM - 1AM

VIDEO LOTTERY
VIDEO POKER RETURNS TO CABARET!
HOME OF THE DOLLAR DANCES!

Milian
ENTERTAINER OF THE MONTH

ENTERTAINERS ALWAYS NEEDED
LARGE DRESSING ROOM WITH SHOWER & TANNING BED
CALL TO SCHEDULE AUDITIONS (503) 252-3529

FOLLOW US ON Instagram & LIKE US ON Facebook!
Voted Top 50 Strip Clubs Nationwide!

The New Safari Showclub

PORTLAND'S PREMIER STRIP CLUB!
3000 SE POWELL BLVD - (503) 231-9199
OPEN MON-SAT 11AM-2:30AM, SUN 4PM-2:30AM

MOJITO MONDAYS
JUST BECAUSE!

TACO TUESDAYS
TEQUILA & TACO SPECIALS!

WHISKEY WEDNESDAYS
ALL THE WHISKEY!

THIRSTY THURSDAYS
NEW SPECIALS EACH WEEK!

SINFUL SUNDAYS
SERVICE INDUSTRY NIGHT!

NEW SAFARI FOOD SPECIALS
EVERY DAY!

THE 8TH ANNUAL
Vagina
beauty pageant 2017

OPENING NIGHT!
SAT, JULY 8 @ 9PM

HAPPY HOUR 11AM-7PM • VIDEO LOTTERY • DAILY LUNCH & DINNER SPECIALS

AUDITIONING DANCERS 21+!

FOR BOOKING OR TO SCHEDULE AN AUDITION AT SAFARI SHOWCLUB, CONTACT ALÉ @ (503) 258-7429 BETWEEN 10AM & 10PM

WWW.SAFARISHOWCLUB.COM POWERED BY XOTICSPOT • CALL TO BOOK BACHELOR PARTIES!

FIND US ON  •  @SAFARIPDX • FOLLOW US ON FACEBOOK @ FACEBOOK.COM/SAFARIPDX
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT!

XPOSE

NO COVER CHARGE
HAPPY HOUR 3PM-6PM
BARGAIN BEER MONDAYS
2-FOR-1 LAP DANCES ALL DAY TUESDAYS

$8,000 IN CASH & PRIZES!
TO ENTER CALL
(503) 380-5800

Round 5
THE 8TH ANNUAL
Vagina
beauty pageant 2017
SATURDAY
JULY 15 @ 9PM

AUDITIONS DAILY
(503) 482-3494 / (971) 295-3700

(503) 430-5364 · 10140 SW CANYON RD · BEAVERTON, OR 97005 · OPEN 3PM–2:30AM DAILY
Pussycats

PRIVATE ADULT ENTERTAINMENT
www.PussycatsPDX.com

SPECIALIZING IN:
SEXY STRIP TEASES • LAP DANCES
MASTURBATION/TOY SHOW
2-GIRL SHOWS • DOMINATION
FETISHES • SENSUAL BODY RUBS & MORE!
COME GET NAKED WITH US!

Also Featuring Araida, April,
Candy, Carmen, Jazmyne,
Jessie, Karma, KeKe, Kylie,
Lulu, Lo’ Lane, Mya, Riley,
Samara, Sapphire, Serena & Tatiana!

BEST IN TOWN! - 3 LOCATIONS - OPEN 24/7

PDX AIRPORT LOCATION
3414 NE 82ND AVE
PORTLAND, OR 97220 :: (503) 384-2794

SE PDX LOCATION
5226 SE FOSTER RD
PORTLAND, OR 97206 :: (971) 255-0133

SW PDX LOCATION
10813 SW BARBUR BLVD
PORTLAND, OR 97219 :: (503) 206-5074

Pussycats' Privacy Policy: No cameras, video or audio recording devices are ever placed in the private show rooms. Pussycats always protects your privacy.
WIN A TRIP FOR 2 TO LAS VEGAS!

ROUNDTRIP AIRFARE & HOTEL INCLUDED!
THE WINNER WILL BE ANNOUNCED MONDAY, JULY 31ST

AT OUR LIVE TATTOOING
FOR YOUR CHANCE, GET A DANCE DURING DRINK TO INK MONDAYS
TO BE ANNOUNCED 7/10
STS INK 7/17
THOUGHTCRIME TATTOO 7/24
MURDER INK 7/31

JULY 4TH
7/4/17 TUESDAY 7PM-2:30AM
GAMES, PRIZES & SWAG ALL NIGHT!
AMAZING FOOD & DRINK SPECIALS!
HOT GIRLS WITH ICE COLD LEMONADE!
DISCOUNTED DOOR ENTRY WITH PURCHASE!

DJ Dick Hennessy Presents FIREWORKS & WET T-SHIRTS PARTY!
The sexiest 4th of July party in Portland!
Mystic Gentlemen's Club

9950 SE Stark St • (503) 477-9523
Corner of 99th & Washington • 2 blocks off I-205
Open 11AM-2:30AM Daily
www.mysticpdx.com

JULY IS GREY GOOSE & HORNITOS MONTH!
Come in every Friday & Saturday to check out our drink specials & giveaways!

MYSTIC BOUTIQUE
Open to the public
Great selection of dance apparel & shoes

HAPPY HOUR
11AM-6PM DAILY

HIRING DANCERS 21+ • OPEN AUDITIONS TUE & FRI 2PM-8PM • (503) 803-1830
KIT KAT CLUB
THE SEXIEST SHOWCLUB ON EARTH

STARRING
THE ENCHANTING
IZABELLE STARLING
OUR MISTRESS OF FORTUNE

JOIN OUR HOSTESS
WITH THE MOST ASS
MYSTIC O'REILLEY
FOR SIDESHOW TUESDAYS
FEATURING SWORD SWALLOWERS,
THE LADDER OF DEATH,
FREAKSHOW CABARET,
CONFORMATIONISTS AND SEXY CLOWNS!

OPEN 4PM-2:30AM DAILY • KITKATCLUBPDX.COM
231 SW ANKENY • DOWNTOWN PORTLAND
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Variety Is The Spice Of Life!
Hit The Gspot Today!
PDXGIRLS.COM
8315 SW BARBUR BLVD • 503.972.1111 • 24/7
All Female-Owned And Operated; • EST 1996 • No Appointment Necessary / Couples Welcome / Ladies Free

TOMMY'S
Too!

TWO! FOR TUESDAYS
FOOD SPECIALS EVERY TUESDAY

CAMO THURSDAYS
WEAR CAMO FOR DISCOUNTS EVERY THURSDAY

$7.95 STEAK SPECIAL

DAISY DUKE CONTEST
LAST FRIDAY
JULY 28

WORLD FAMOUS SLIDERS

Now Hiring Hot Girls!

NOW OPEN!
10AM-2AM DAILY

10335 SE FOSTER RD • (503) 432-8238

CONVENIENTLY LOCATED OFF I-205
15 MINUTES FROM THE AIRPORT
& HAPPY VALLEY
Aaliyah

ONLY 5 MINUTES FROM DOWNTOWN PORTLAND
8345 SW BARBUR BLVD
(503) 244-7630 • OPEN 11AM-2:30AM DAILY
WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/BOOMPDX

TWO STAGES FEATURING
PORTLAND’S HOTTEST DANCERS

PRIVATE DANCE BOOTHS

SUNKEN COCKTAIL BAR

LUNCH SPECIALS

POOL TABLE

VIDEO POKER & KENO

Every night is a good night
for a little Boom Boom

TEXAS HOLD ‘EM POKER
GAMES EVERY DAY & NIGHT

FOR DANCER AUDITIONS, EMAIL PHOTO & INFO TO
BOOMDANCERS@GMAIL.COM
OR TEXT (503) 453-3946
Hawthorne Strip

Naomi
ENTERTAINING EVERY THURSDAY, FRIDAY & SATURDAY 8PM-2AM

GREAT BEER & COCKTAIL SPECIALS!

HIRING PROFESSIONAL ENTERTAINERS 21+
SEND PHOTOS TO HAWTHORNESTRIP@GMAIL.COM

OPEN 2PM-2:30AM DAILY • (503) 232-9516 • 3532 SE POWELL BLVD

CHECK OUT OUR NEW FACEBOOK PAGE & INSTAGRAM: WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/HAWTHORNESTRIPPOWELL | @HAWTHORNESTRIP | #HAWTHORNESTRIPPOWELL | HAWTHORNESTRIP.COM
Wearing A Gifted Dress

...from the French, that was intended for Queen Elizabeth I. Remember that scene where the French sent a dress for Queen Elizabeth as a gift, but because Queen Elizabeth's handmaidens were just a bunch of goddamn Beckys...then they tried her brand new dress on without even asking? But, they got theirs, because the one handmaiden died from dress poisoning.* Okay, so maybe this isn't really going to happen. But, if you live in Portland, then you probably buy most of your clothes at the so-very-trendy vintage resale shops. Shop with caution—these stores do their very best to give you only the cleanest of all the clothes. But, please do not think they are washing, dry cleaning or even quarantining the clothes—they're not. If it smells like Aunt Betty, it's because that's still the same Love's Baby Soft that Aunt Betty used. These items do sometimes come into contact with bugs and whatnot, so, before you bring your new vintage treasure into your home, please check it thoroughly for bedbugs and consider a brief quarantine. I did my research and this is 100% true with Buffalo Exchange, Artifact, Rebels, Crossroads and, of course, Goodwill.

Sleeve Slits

Just kidding, these won't kill you. These are super cute. I have a new jacket—come see it at my next comedy show.

Not Wearing Your Sunblock

I'm obligated, as a mother, to say this fourteen times after the first 82-degree day. That's only eight...nine more times left.

Bicycling Like A Fucking Idiot

I am a car driver, but 67%** of my friends use a bicycle as their primary means of transportation. It's really important that you are paying attention while you are on your bike. Although, I have strong opinions about people who ride the WRONG way on the bike path because it's “safer,” it's very important that you are clear-headed when you are running around. Between the potholes that I've seen launch a rider, and those who aren't wearing helmets while using the bike paths all wrong, it's really hard to argue that you were in the right, if you are in a coma or worse. Please bike unimpaired. It's the law.

Going Barefoot On Any Stage In A Portland Venue

Do as I say, not as I do. If Jack Johnson can perform barefoot, so can I. I also think I've grown a bit of a foot fetish fanbase. Please find me on Facebook, where I post about my upcoming naked-foot comedy shows. But, seriously...this could be gross. Use caution.

Uber/Lyft When You Are Uber Drunk

While we expect a level of security when we pay for a service, please use your brain. When you order a Lyft or Uber, make sure you get into the service that was designated for you. I've heard way too many stories about people who are drinking too much and then try to get into vehicles that are not the service vehicles designated for them. If you get into a car that isn't for you, there is no way to ensure accountability. Also, trust yourself; if you feel unsafe, scam. Anyone who is a real person will respect this. If they are a bad guy, they will try to keep you and convince you that you're wrong. Phone a friend. Facebook their picture and your address...tag me, I will send someone. Be safe.

Platform Flip-Flops

Fuck you. These are fine.

Unrequited Love

Okay, this won't kill your body, but it could kill your soul. Stop loving people that don't love you back—if they don't see it, they don't see it. Your life isn't a Mila Kunis movie-lie of the week. Life is short and your time is fucking valuable. You matter, move on. Being single is nothing to be ashamed of. You're probably more fun single, anyway. Can you imagine what a drag Wonder Woman would be if she had married a Chad or a Rob? GTFO, Wonder Woman. Even the heroine in LA LA Land didn't end up with the leading man...FINALLY. It's cool, she got famous and he got a stupid bar (spoiler alert).

Guns

Stop wearing guns. Jesus Fucking Christ.

Texting And Driving

This is so last year. Stop it. Stop it now. Also, get your face out of your phone when you are walking around. True story, I dropped my debit card on the sidewalk in NW Portland near 23rd Ave and, four hours later, it was still there. You know why? Because, people probably had their faces in their phones. It worked to my benefit, of course, but seriously, it's not safe. Pay attention to your surroundings.

*This is not actually a true fact, as much as I wanted it to be. It's from a movie. So, please don't write me to tell me this isn't a true story, because I already know.

** Made-up fact.

Tiffany Greysen is a stand-up comedian and writer from Portland-ish, Oregon. She is a freelance writer for several humor publications. Her comedy is part advice columnist and part parenting guide...neither of which should be followed. You can find her on Twitter as @TiffanyGreysen or on Facebook by name.
THE ULTIMATE EXPERIENCE

CLUB SINROCK

VOTED BEST STRIP CLUB FOOD
VOTED BEST PRIVATE DANCE ROOMS
VOTED BEST URBAN CLUB PORTLAND 2017

12035 NE GLISAN ST, PORTLAND • 503. 889. 0332
OPEN 2PM - 2:30AM MONDAY thru SUNDAY
AUDITION HOTLINE: text/call 360. 335. 7721 • follow us on • like us:

THE VAULT LOUNGE
YOUR PRIVATE PARTY ROOM
Summer is here again and everyone’s out, trying to have a good time. In order to help, I have put together a series of handy tips and practical tricks, to make your summer both fun and safe—no matter what you’re doing.

**CAMPING**

We all like spending time in the great outdoors and here are some ways you can improve your experience:

1. Pack your car with camping gear before work, so you can hit the road immediately after your shift. This way, you can be exhausted from waking up early and also be frustrated at being stuck in traffic with everyone else who had the same idea.

2. Consider getting an RV—for the thrilling combination of doing your cooking over an open fire and staying in a shitty, portable motel room.

3. Always hang your food from a tree branch after you set up camp. This will keep the slow kid two campsites over from stuffing his cheeks, with all your toasting marshmallows—like some sort of human/chipmunk hybrid. Seriously, that little bastard will cram half a bag in there as soon as your back is turned.

4. When you’re off to answer the call of nature after a big meal, everyone knows to grab a shovel and toilet paper before heading downwind of the campsite. However, it’s not so well-known that outdoor etiquette dictates you have to make a couched reference to what you’re doing, such as, “I’ve got some work to do on paper;” “I’m gonna leave some chocolate for the wildlife” or “I’m popping my cork and sending some brown underground.” Points awarded for originality.

5. Over the course of your camping excursion, it’s natural that you’ll amass a vast collection of plastic bags, styrofoam cups, soiled napkins and other waste. Nobody wants to pack all that crap back out, and the number one rule of nature is: if you can’t see it, it’s not a problem. Dig a hole and bury your filth, or if that’s too much effort, pile it all in the fire pit and duly soak it in urine to prevent the fire re-igniting. The next campers will arrive long after it’s dry and will appreciate your providing them with free kindling.

**ROAD TRIPPING**

The road trip is a hallowed institution in this nation of highways, byways and freeways. Here’s how to make the most of your journey.

1. If it’s a family outing, be sure to visit one of our nation’s fine truck stops. Have the kids take turns dialing numbers written on stalls in the restroom. This will create lasting memories they will treasure forever.

2. Fountain drink cups are an indispensable item to have on long drives. Not only can they be half-filled with cola and surreptitiously topped-up with rum for a true American driving treat, they can be filled with urine afterward, which can then be pitched at that dickbag in the convertible, who has been riding your ass for the last 36 miles.

3. For the adventurous couple, a “quickie” in one of our nation’s fine interstate rest area toilets can really spice things up. It combines that naughty, might-get-caught feeling with the smell of stale trucker piss and the adventure of introducing your genitalia to spiders.

4. It’s not about the destination—it’s about the journey. No, I don’t mean the CD that’s been in your car for the last seven years...I mean, take the time to travel some of our country’s scenic backroads and appreciate small town life. [ED: Insert comment about small town girls living in lonely worlds here]. There’s nothing like pulling up to an old filling station around dusk and listening to locals with curious features drawl on about “them from ‘aoutside,” how “the stars will be right soon” and that “he is not dead, but dreaming.” A true slice of rural Americana.

5. Remember, if you have refuse in your car, you can just toss it out the window. Our taxes pay for a veritable army of crying American Indians who clean it all up and you don’t want to disappoint them, do you?

Now, get out there and have a grand old time!

-WStM

Wombstretcha the Magnificent is a writer, jazz flautist, edible underwear critic, monkey taunter, pasta sculptor, professor of gravy studies and retired rapper from Portland, OR. He can be found at Wombstretcha.com, on Twitter as @Wombstretcha503 and on Facebook by name.
Whispers

Happy Birthday
Dominique Diaz
Come Celebrate Saturday, July 22

5 secluded private show rooms

21+ years of age for entry

Lap Dances

New, young & sexy professional entertainers at all times

Very discreet privacy is a priority

daily auditions for 18+
call Jamie (360) 281-7584

8102 NE Killingsworth St • Portland, Oregon 97218
www.whisperspdx.club
(971) 255-1039 • Open as late as 5AM

Club Play Pen

Happy 4th of July from Club Play Pen!
Come in July 5th for all your hangover needs!
Bloody Mary bar all day!

Wear red, white and blue to receive discounts!

Full menu • all lottery close to PDX

Auditions Sat-Tue 11am-5pm
or call Natalie (971) 284-3455

6210 NE Columbia Blvd • Portland, OR 97218
Open daily at 11am • (503) 281-3212 • www.clubplaypen.com
FEATURE PERFORMER & MAGAZINE MODEL

CALLIE JANE
MISS NUDE NORTH AMERICA 2016
POLE DANCER NATIONAL CHAMP
2016 SEXIEST BODY & BEST SHOW

WEDNESDAY JULY 19TH
THE FireHouse CABARET
EST. 2001
5782 PORTLAND RD NE SALEM
WWW.FIREHOUSESALEM.COM

JULY 20TH & 21ST
THE Sunset STRIP
EXIT 69
10205 SW PARK WAY, PDX
WWW.SUNSETSTRIPDX.COM

SATURDAY JULY 22ND
SILVER DOLLAR CLUB
2620 W 10TH PLACE • EUGENE, OREGON
WWW.SILVERDOLLARCLUBONLINE.COM
How To Grow Exactly One Pot Plant

GREEN ROOM
BY STONED COLD SATIVA AWESOME

So, you cleared out a pile of Insane Clown Posse shirts and finally have adult levels of open closet space, thus allowing you to do adult shit. What’s that, you say? You want to grow cannabis? Well, it’s just as easy as making a baby (and, half the cleanup).

Lots of folks will tell you something along the lines of, “It’s just a weed, it can grow anywhere.” Well, those same people probably don’t have children, pets or an Oedipus complex; in order for something to grow properly, it can’t just be left alone, unattended in the dark. So, you’ve gotta actually care for your pot plants—this is the crucial difference between producing good weed and bad weed (and, remember, you’ll be spending the same amount of money either way, give or take the quality of your nutrients). I’m assuming you’re not starting from seed, but rather, opting to invest a whopping twenty bucks on a clone (baby plant) from a dispensary. Think of it as the difference between adopting versus giving birth to a baby—all of the gory shit that gets your hands dirty is already taken care of, plus, you can drop it and it won’t die. Same thing goes for seeds versus clones.

LET THERE BE LIGHT

Much like putting a baby to bed at the right time or knowing exactly when to kick your ungrateful whore of a daughter out of the house so she can go live on her own (with that asshole, Steve), timing is a very important component of growing pot. It turns out that pot plants need 18 hours of sunlight during the grow phase and 12 during the bloom phase. I learned this while Google searching the phrase “bloom and grow hours” in the parking lot of Indoor Garden Supply (which caters exclusively to weed smokers, right down to the lighters and candy bars being sold at the register). The first few days of trying to remember when to feed that thing in my closet and turn off the light were, well, pretty randomized. I think my plant got 11 hours of light for the first day, then about 22 the next day and, after that, it was whenever the boxed wine reminded me that I have pot growing next to my pile of laundry. I did what any expert grower would do at this point and asked my neighbor if her dad still had all that growing equipment: which scared me a light timer. These are easy to operate, but hard to set (as in, I was able to mess around and get the on/off timers synced up, then I set the thing to “auto” so it would work, but I couldn’t figure out how to change the base time, so my pot plants are on sync with Korea’s sunrise).

FEED ME, SEE MORE...

Again, comparing pot plants to children (which makes me wonder if the woman always takes 80% of a man’s cannabis after a divorce), you’ve got to pay attention to how much you’re feeding your plants. Like kids, it may seem wise to simply fill them up on everything Monsanto offers in boxes decorated with bright colors (which, by the way, now includes Vermicrop and General Hydroponic), but the smart move is to feed your pot plant like a child that would be being held for ransom. Only the bare minimum of organic nutrients should be used and, according to the guy at the store, “the people who own the nutrients companies are here to sell you nutrients, but we’re here to sell you lights, so don’t overdo the nutrients.” I guess the going rate for artificial illumination is much more lucrative than the current price of dirt (remind me to check the stickers for LED and DRT when I get home). Point being, you need to let your plants absorb the nutrients (which are usually dissolved into water, which needs to be pH balanced—whatever the hell that means—and, some people even say that the carbonated kind is best). Keep the water you use at room temperature or it will “shock” the plants. Again, just insert the kidnapped child analogy here—you want that thing living in your closet to be fed just enough to be kept on a steady cycle of damp-versus-dry, fed only by a mixture of water and powder, otherwise it will turn jaundice, start to stink and the cops will get called.

PRETEND TO BE AN EXPERT

Much like the final stages of becoming a parent, you’re going to need to enter your flowering (budding) cycle with a level of expertise that is clouded only by a thick layer of smug arrogance. Go to the mall and buy all the clothing that a Mexican skateboarder would wear. Get into “dabs” and “concentrates” immediately. Buy an expensive hat pin with an insider-only reference to something pot-related (“710,” “Oregon Versus Everybody,” etc.) and make sure to spend half of your day on Instagram, bashing the rest of the marijuana community. Vape...a lot. Don’t forget to tell absolutely everyone that you grow pot, but remember to also inform these folks that they have no idea how hard it is, because they don’t have plants of their own. Rastas, cartel members, old hippies...it doesn’t matter—you’re right and they’re stupid.

Congratulations, you can now list yourself as “cannabis processor” on your LinkedIn and immediately be added to all sorts of wonderful lists. For just $400 in suspicious power bills, you too can grow some bud that will make your friends say, “Nah, I’m good.”

TalesFromTheDJBooth.com
I’ve been in comedy for a decade. I’ve always, for the most part, been what people would call a “blue” comic. For those of you who don’t know what that means, it suggests that I’m dirty—I talk about sex, violence and the things you stay away from discussing at the dinner table. Unless you’re at my dinner table, where I fart during grace (when I’m forced to say it) and my stepdad Jacks my finger off to get me to laugh, while my unassuming grandmother thanks the lord for this bounty. We’re a fun people, my family. My first years were literally smeared in depravity. I was born homeless, in Portland and was babysat by strippers—not the great dancers that frequent your stages today, but strippers. Courtney Love, before she was Courtney Love, danced with my mother and babysat me backstage. This whole article could be filled up with my childhood surrounded by drugs, violence and sex, but I’ll save that for another column.

What I’ve done is set the tone for you. I’m not the guy that gets offended. I love sex, drugs and all things illicit. And, in 2017, as a comedian with that frame of mind, I’m somewhat of a minority. Comedy is an art form built on pushing boundaries. But, sometimes, even those boundaries get pushed a little too far.

Recently, two well-known comedians came under fire for their use of artistic expression: Bill Maher, who has a history of racism-on-the-low, came under fire for dropping an N-bomb on his show during a joke. It was clearly a joke, albeit a shitty one. But, there was no question it was a joke. The bigger controversy came from noted button-pusher, Kathy Griffin. She came under fire for, what she called, a joke. Kathy posted a photo of her holding the severed, bloody head of President Donald Trump (it should be noted that typing those last three words made me want to vomit). Comics all around the Twitterverse and social media came to her defense and barked about free speech. She made a tearful apology, said her career was likely ruined over the stunt and that she had taken it too far.

I have two issues with this entire scenario, to be honest. First, Kathy never should have apologized. That was a pretty clear picture and statement. And, she very obviously feels a certain way about Trump, so just stick by it, instead of backpedaling. But, alas, she apologized and she is likely, as she says, finished. My second issue is that she defended this as “comedy.” Jim Carrey, looking like the Unibomber, stated that comedians should cross the line with comedy. I tend to agree, Mr. Ventura! We should push that line, cross it, jerk off on it and keep pushing it. But, here’s the thing: there was never a comedy line with Kathy’s stunt. There was no joke. There was nothing that said, “this is a humorous expression of outrage” in what she did. What she did was use comedy as a scapegoat for an interpretive expression of art, that got her in trouble—this had nothing to do with comedy. She started a gunshot and wore comedy like a bulletproof vest, in turn making the entire art form of expressive comedy look like shit. Her expression was POWERFUL. It was interpretive expression about Trump cutting the head off of women’s rights, so a woman was cutting the head off of the serpent in an act of defiance. That was a powerful statement and one that, ultimately, I am all for. Powerful it was, but comedy it was not—and how dare she wear the protective cloak of comedy to justify it, then have the gall to apologize for it.

Make powerful art and stick by it 100%. Learn from the greats like George Carlin, Joan Rivers, Richard Pryor, Lenny Bruce and Bill Hicks. These people did prison time to protect their art and apologized for nothing.

What’s next on the “offended” front? That’s my question, at the core of all of this. Sure, Kathy fucked up and called her art something it wasn’t, but at the core of all of this, we need to protect our freedom of expression. Portland is a hotheld of free expression, peppered with meth heads and a cacophony of homeless people—but, a free expression haven nonetheless. We have to fight for these freedoms. Your city, full of sex, drugs, fun, fire, music and art may soon come to the battle line. It seems as though each year that passes, a new thing is taboo...not the fucking awesome sex store in Portland—they’re always the best taboo—but, anything that people decide is suddenly offensive. Are you going to fight, when your swinger’s clubs come under attack? Will you do more than write a stern letter to your city government, when they come for your strip clubs? Are you prepared to be vocal, when they come and try to shut down your performances due to “vulgarity” laws? Or, are you going to be an armchair activist that sends a couple tweets with witty hashtags? That’s my question to you: are you ready to fight? Because, if you are, we need you. We need your art. We need your expression. We need your freedom to be exercised. Just make sure to wear the right bulletproof vest in the fight for your freedom.
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What's good, y'all? Ray is on vacation, so your girl Raquanda is here to take over the column for our first portion, with my sister from another mister, Shawna, dropping some deets towards the end. Enjoy!

**Doxing Masimbaashe: Tortilla Cart Racism Accusations Exposed!**

Unless you've been living under a food cart for the last month, you've likely heard about #TortillaGate. In short, Portland Mercury's Jagger Blaec ran a story about two white girls who ditched Coachella to explore actual Mexico, brought home a recipe for organic tortilla wraps, were instantly successful (trigger warning), positively reviewed by Willamette Week and, like clockwork, outed as being racist, culture-stealing colonizers by The Mercury. As a result, Kook's Burritos was subsequently crushed, their Yelp page turned to shit and, for at least a week, it was fashionable to be mad at white women again. But, also like clockwork, several details printed regarding the Kook's girls’ “theft” of a recipe, were false. So, a retraction was printed—but, only after two small business owners thousands of dollars.

In her attempts to score SJW points and virtue signal, Jagger Blaec directly put Kook's Burritos out of business, costing two female entrepreneurs their livelihood (and, hurt the local economy, as successful small business owners often support other, smaller businesses). However, the real buzzkill is the pathetic retraction posted in The Mercury:

Yup. Go ahead and compare that to an apology given by, say, any celebrity caught up in a bad word scandal (Bill Maher), any politician (including Trump) or, hell, a serial killer on death row. This article wasn’t another opinion piece about how smiling at third-wave feminists is the same as sexual assault or a misprint regarding an event date—in essence, the original piece was a black swan for two progressive, female business owners. “Cultural appropriation” accusations are now more likely to shut a Portland food cart down than a poor review by the health department (remind me to bring marshmallows when this city burns to the ground).

The obvious points are likely floating around in your head already.

First, these women traveled to Mexico to get their recipe. It’s a rare instance that progressives actually get on a plane, visit one of the brown countries that they habitually speak of with disdain, and get an actual representation of said culture. Second, the girls brought back authentic Mexican tortillas, not some random mashup made up by the imagination. And, third, Trump wouldn’t have given two shits about sweet, tasty colonization. Hell, Taco Bell makes up imaginary language using a grasp of the Spanish language that is two “ito-ladas” away from them.

So, in terms of fighting cultural genocide, shutting down the local burrito cart only drives people to eat at Panda Express or Ray's Big Black BBQ Booty Bash (copyright pending). As we’ve seen with recent protests in the Portland area, so-called ‘Nazis’ don’t give a shit to the requests of activists (see page 56), but fellow allies do. No one below the Mason-Dixon line has ever apologized for using the wrong pronoun, because they don’t know what the fuck a pronoun is. Basically, only the people in the same socioeconomic status as you care about this shit. So, by calling out “semi-woke” allies, who happen to provide excellent burritos to a local community, you’re simply shooting yourself in the foot.

But, the final point here, is the one I want to hammer in. If you zoom out and look at this story from a broader perspective, it boils down to a local paper (Mercury) being envious of not one, but two other businesses (one being a competitor, Willamette Week) for raising the bar and making a profit off of something Portland dislikes Republicans, Nazis and nü-metal, but the town fucking hates it when other people are successful. Basically, any SJW argument boils down to “it’s not fair.” Everything from the body positivity movement to feminism has been polluted with an undertone of “accept me at my worst and make me feel like I’m at my best.” Hell, Trump could have come out the gate offering free abortion and mosques, and the left would still hate on the guy, because he’s an entrepreneur. But, since Trump gives no fucks about anything The Mercury publishes, they decided to make the witch hunt local. And, it worked. Sure, Kooks
has re-opened (and, again, their burritos are like eating sex), but this shitstorm probably cost them thousands of dollars (and, almost as many lost hours).

Let’s make a couple things perfectly clear here. For one, The Portland Mercury is a knock-off of a Seattle publication called The Stranger. Yes, the Mercury is to newspapers, what these two white girls were to tortillas; both got their recipe from crossing a river and stealing it. Secondly, the author of the article decided to dox and ruin the professional image of two women, because certain information was public. Well, so is Facebook. And, I did some research on Jagger Blaec, to find out that she is really a woman named Masimbaashe Zvovushe.

Between self-imposed oppression and emoji-filled pseudo-activism, Masimbaashe loves to post photo reviews of the dresses worn by celebrities at award shows (you know, the ones produced for pennies by Chinese kids and sold for millions of dollars). The best part of her public posts (change your privacy settings, girl) is that it appears she is married to a white, cis-male hipster. Oh, and half of her bridesmaids were white. So much for colonization.

So, “Jagger Blaec,” what gives? Are you telling the world that if white girls travel to, patronize, and support and otherwise validate a foreign culture, with purposes of importing diversity into the Portland food scene, that this is somehow worse than compromising your blackness by starting a family with a white dude? How do you plan on feeding your mixed-race kids? Are you going to tell the black part of their digestive system to enjoy grits, but their white part is stuck with vegan hummus tacos? What about schooling? Wouldn’t you be “colonizing” black schools by putting your half-white child into the mix? Aren’t you basically breeding privilege? Seriously, your vagina is doing a better job at “colonization” than a hundred hungry white girls backpacking in Mexico could ever hope for.

And, to the Mercury staff, why let your authors write under a pen name, if they’re using it to dox and destroy real names? Is there literally nothing left to report on, besides the opinion of an echo chamber filled with fresh PSU graduates, holding degrees in Underwater Gender Studies Dance Theory? You’re being outed by a free porn magazine, again. Get your shit together.

This is the real world and it has consequences. As far as everything in this column, I’ve done research and made sure that it’s all within the realm of legality. And, if it turns out that I’ve gotten something wrong here, we can just edit our online version to say that we got our facts incorrect and have retracted that story—long after copies of this magazine are in the hands of Portlanders who, at one time, read your paper and supported your advertisers.

So, if you run a small business, publication, website, burrito cart or private school for biracial vegans, keep an eye out for the name Masimbaashe Zvovushe. Sure, her articles are filled with click-friendly, manufactured rage, but your business may or may not shut down—depending on how Masimbaashe feels about your Irish nacho platter.

Oh, and it is worth pointing out that speaking on behalf of Latinos is, well, kind of an ironic approach to fighting appropriation.

Fuck your outrage, Jagger Blaec. If you want to fight colonization, stop marrying white hipsters and putting entrepreneurial allies out of business.

And, if you’re a real saint, go buy a burrito at Kook’s. Those of us who are actually progressive want a melting pot—we want women to own businesses and, ideally, businesses owned by women that feature actual melting pots. Food is a uniting factor in our divided community.

She will not divide us. She will not divide us. She will not divide us...

**Vegas, Baby!**

You probably see the ads every year and wonder, “What’s this Gentlemen’s Club Expo all about?” It’s been awhile since we’ve talked about it and we want to encourage some of you to attend! That’s why, this year, we are sending our very own staffer, Shawna, to check it out. We asked Shawna why she wants to attend this year’s special 25th Anniversary Expo, and here is what she had to say...

What’s cool is, Exotic was born here in Portland 24 years ago, across the country in Florida, a similarly named magazine. *Exotic Dancer* was just starting off. Contrasted to Exotic, *Exotic Dancer* is an industry trade magazine, highlighting all the best products, services and advice to club owners, management and staff. They also bring our industry together every year, with a trade show full of awesome products, panels and workshops. I was also told there would be alcohol—lots and lots of alcohol...sign me up!

In addition to the convention, *Exotic Dancer* hosts the only national award show for this industry. The *ED Awards* honor the best clubs, employees and feature dancers from across the country (check it out at TheEDAwards.com), where you probably already voted for some of our home clubs–Devils Point, Kit Kat Club and Club SinRock. And, voted for our very own BJ McNaughty! This means, I will get to party with some of my favorite club people from Portland in Vegas!

Not only do I get to hang out with my Portland peeps, I’m also excited to meet new friends in the industry from all over the world. Most of all, this includes the...
ladies! From what I know, it's filled with the nation's hottest features, showcasing their talents at sponsored parties nightly and getting up close and personal. There will even be a showdown against the international showgirls. This all sounds amazing!

The Expo is back in Vegas this year, at the Hard Rock Hotel, August 27-30. I suggest all of you Portland strip club owners, managers, staffers and dancers join me. I'm definitely looking forward to attending this giant slumber party! More info at TheEDExpo.com.

So, there you have it. Go to Vegas this summer and hang with the best!

Oh, speaking of the best, Exotic would like to congratulate the winner of Polerotica 2017, the outstanding Nikki Diesel from Kit Kat Club! Please go give her some love and see her in action. Remember that these dancers are just as talented outside of the big events, as they are during the final rounds. Keep Portland tipped!
With Father's Day having passed (and, I'm sure you did a great job, which is why he's still grumbling around the house), I think it's important that we look at what the men in our lives would like, so we don't screw up again next year. Nothing says "Father's Day doesn't matter" like getting another necktie for the fathers in your life; please don't be that person. Show them that all holidays matter (it's okay, I can write that and not get in trouble—my best friend is black...and, so are my parents). Start off next year's holiday by watching dad's favorite movie. If you don't know what it is, that's probably part of the reason your family (and marriage) is failing. You should ask him about it, and if you're lucky (like my wife is), he probably talks about it all the time.

For me, Captain Phillips is a great film that matches up with the likes of Gone With The Wind, Dances With Wolves and Titanic. Some would even argue that it's almost as good as Debbie Does Dallas. The best scene in Captain Phillips happens when the Somalian pirates take over the ship. The pirates kick open the door to the captain's area, one looks him dead in the eyes and says, "Look at me...I am the captain now." I still get excited about that scene today. Plus, black people were winning in that movie, all the way until the last 60 seconds, when they all die (spoiler alert).

Back to what to get for the man in your life (ED: one who is a father, not your father...unless that's your thing...I'm pretty sure Ken is talking to the women out there who are involved with fathers). Be spontaneous, go out and get a sex game. Why? Because we, as men, have no creativity and need rules to follow. Plus, who doesn't love getting their balls licked, even though their wife refuses to do it independently, because you don't clean enough back there? As one of my favorite Exotic writers, Tiffany Greysen, puts it, "All I can think about is your sweaty back and a drip of sweat running from your balls and getting on my vagina. I don't want your fecal sweat anywhere near my pristine vagina..." (except, in my wife's case, it's anywhere near her). So, all I have to do is roll a set of dice and my wife has to do non-preferred sex activities...sign me up!

Sex games are great. In fact, I own a couple. A couple anniversaries ago, my wife packed me up into the car and took me to Taboo, where we looked at lubes, out/f_its, toys and, finally, in the back of the store, I look up to see the sex games, which caught my eye. They really spoke to my inner lazy self. I just do what the cards say and my wife can't yell at me for not being creative enough in her role playing. I really hate role playing—it's just an excuse for your spouse to cheat on you with you in the room, and the best part is that you get to play along with it as she pretends you're her young, white Yoga instructor, Brutus.

We picked up a sex game that seemed pretty cool. There were levels to it: beginner, intermediate and FUCK NO! We obviously didn't make it past intermediate. The game started off great. My wife rolled the dice, it landed on easy, she drew a card that says "rub on his balls and whisper in his ear sweet nothings for a minute." At this point, I'm really liking this game—we're definitely gonna have sex like strangers tonight! My turn. I roll, the dice lands on easy, I pull a card and it reads "lick on her vagina for two minutes or until she grips your head with her thighs and it feels like your head is gonna pop like a grape." I know. I thought that was pretty weird to put in a card game, as well. Yet, when my head almost popped, I was still into it.

Now, it's her turn and she rolls the dice...intermediate. My wife picks up the card and it reads, "stick three fingers in his ass." NOPE! I'M DONE! NOPE!!! I get up and start to walk away. I look up and my wife isn't backing down...she's getting up as well. I start to speed walk around the bed and look back to see she is right there, following me. At this point, I'm terrified and running full sprint in the dark, butt naked through the house. I start to look back and, wham, I start to trip. At that moment, everything is moving slowly. I'm floating through the air and I look back at my wife. She has this look in her eyes and, right as I start to yell "NOOOOO," she looks at me, puts her fingers up to her eyes—very similarly to the Somalian pirate in Captain Phillips—and says, "Look at me...I'm the captain now."
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by Julia Laxer

The first time I visited Portland, I saw a California poppy growing through a crack in the sidewalk on Alberta St. It was springtime, the season of rebirth. I took it as a sign from the universe, reminding me that I, too, could push through the cement garden, reinvent myself and thrive in this city. In that moment, I dreamed of moving to Portland. A few days later, I met him.

...I usually don’t mention the man who charmed me with snake eyes.

Spring—each year, you come with plum blossoms. Pale pink petals stain the city—like kisses—and skin touches the sun.

The day I met him was the first time I touched the Pacific. We walked the water’s edge together. Sand imprinted our path, yet instantly faded and shifted beneath our feet and felt...everything. We lit a joint on the gray beach rocks of Oswald West State Park.

Staring past the horizon line, I asked him, “Do you think environment affects mood?”

“Yes,” he barely paused. Then, he said, “Definitely.”

I believed him, because I needed someone to confirm that I could believe myself...

The great blue beyond surrounded us, making us small—teaching us a lesson. Mother Nature. Douglas Firs towered behind us, like the fray of a giant eyelash.

I returned to Atlanta, my heart ready for the crystal-line vision I had of my future. A city: unknown. The ocean: beyond. And, a man who charmed me.

We were crazy for each other. Overexcited, late night marathon phone calls—we made big plans. We sent each other carefully made mixed tapes. It was true love style: love with a postage stamp, an envelope, sent by the Post Office—to show that you mean it.

I came back and visited again, later in the summer. This time, we went down to Yachats and spent time on Cape Perpetua.

We were lost on the trail. Our bodies touched while we identified plants together in the woods—drunk on jammy wine and sex, August and heat. We were lost on the trail, careless and laughing, losing clothes. Moss in my hair, cool dirt on our bodies muffled and messed with...sweat and summer. Perpetua.

The sky settled into tangerine silks, glowing on our lips as we kissed. From eaves in yew trees, cougars watched our bodies as he entered me, distant waves as he split my thighs with his cock. I felt opened and pierced with the sky’s deepening reds, inside the sex. Cumming on the moonrise. Lost in constellations—deep wisps of grey sky settling, glowing mint, vignetting the sky, or what I could see—his hair was like a frame on the edge of the sky, softly rocking. The sea beyond us, the sea—the furthest detail I could see....

Tasting sweet lavender light. Sighing and touching, with the forest within us.

Being filled past the point I could take it—breaking, breaking. He softened inside me after filling me past the point—breaths. Dirt sticking to my thighs—the cum, the stars, the cougar’s dark gaze... sighing and touching, the forest within us. Jammy wine and the sea—the furthest detail I could see....

Spring, each year you reveal plum blossoms and unfurl frowns of wild poppies, while the jewelry box of the ocean plays a melody of lost love. It’s a recollection of barely-there, long-ago lost photographs and postcards. Handwriting....

We spent seven months visiting and calling each other and opening up, and I spent countless years afterwards mending my scars.

When I visited him, I fell in love with his garage band records and Rooibos tea. In my alone moments, I savored his fancy soaps and dreamed of his thin hands, touching me, when I washed myself. I stroked his wild tabby cat—he was bruiser of a cat, the way he cruised the neighborhood. I made friends with all the cats in his neighborhood, while I smoked on his skinny porch and wandered the sidewalk—memorizing his life.

I bought him silk scarves in vintage stores. He was more femme than I was. We dressed up just to admire each other. To undress each other. To redress each other.

I remember the pile of leathers in his basement, from his punk days. The painted and tanned hides reminded me of dead dogs, euthanized and forgotten. He could not let go. He was a dirtier pack rat than me—piled to the beams, the ceilings of his studded past—it was like his heart had no room for heartbeat.

Nothing can make sense with a love like that.

After months of inked-out letters, my first glimpse of the Pacific became a reality. I left. I left everything, even my mind, to move here. I left everything. My long legs kissed Atlanta and my income from dancing at The Cheetah behind. I traded my bank account and emptied my life to fly on metal wings, to sleep in his arms.

It was a deadfall—ready, or not. Lady Luck was off her shift. Tinkerbell didn’t care either. Either way, I boarded that plane with my suitcases and my cats.

Nothing can make sense, with a love like that.

I imagined ocean waves cresting, sands shifting, my wishes like smoke curled up to the clouds—a sacrifice for the ether. I left everything—even my mind—to move here. I left everything. Metal wings. His arms.

When I arrived, he told me he’d had a girlfriend the whole time.

She had the same name as me, just minus a letter. A Julie—not a Juli-A. She was me—or not me. She was me—but different. Me, if I had been quieter, me, if I had been thinner and punker. Portland-all-along.

I met her. She was all these things and I liked her, too. She was too sweet to hate. She was too nice to hate. I couldn’t hate her, though I tried. A Julie—not a Juli-A.

Me, minus a syllable.

I moved here and my name was taken, like the soft spot in his arms. Out of guilt, I invited her to my birthday party, even though I didn’t want him to be there. She came. He did too.

He was enthusiastic, dancing goofy. Life was a joke. Like it always was, for him.

She was brief, like a ghost.

There’s nothing to take seriously, if nothing’s serious. I turned another year older—not at all wiser, to the heartbeat of love’s sour fixation. Desire unsatisfied and the ghost of metal wings...

I loved a man who didn’t love me. He never loved me, though he once told me he did. Love can be one of those things, you know. Snake eyes lie.

I confess: I once loved a man so much that for years, I would leave green grapes, shiny jade grapes on his door past midnight, as I walked the boozy walk home in my heels, my stomping boots, in my jaded
...once, I carried these grapes for you. Desire unsatisfied. The green of envy.

Years passed and now I confess...

Once, I loved a man so much, I made sacrifices: stealing midnight flowers from dark lawns lit by lamplight and streetlight and starlight, with the deep moon, the touch of nothing beckoning—more, more! Picking each steam, like the petals, we kissed and I knew at the moment, if just one more flower...just one more grape...one more. One. More. Left there, on his doorstep, he would know. He would know. It was true love.

But, it wasn't. He never mentioned it. The soursness, the awkwardness... with amber drinks he'd always false "cheers" me when we saw each other...

“Cheers!” we'd say and move on in the night. The fruits of our soursness were never mentioned. Our past was under the executioner’s hood. We were both barflies back then and we’d spot each other at Dot’s or Club 21—whiskey in one hand, cigarette in the other. There was no room for a handshake or a hug. We were taken.

Green, the color of envy and of the forest, his eyes when he was rocking into me, the sea thrusting, deep and warm—he must have known it was me...me, me that brought him these fruits of my desire; the wetness of my cunt, sticky like the warm fruits on his doorstep, as the sun would rise...finding him awake. He must have known these midnight flowers and jade grapes were my poems, my words, my pussy, my heartbeat. I made sacrifices because I couldn't gut myself deeper. This love hurt.

Did it inflate his ego? He must have known it was me. Unless he collected "crazy" ex-girlfriends.

Did his heart have space for heartbreak? I couldn't tell. My name was taken.

In those years, I lost myself. Sighing and touching. The forest, within us. Desire unsatisfied. He was pretty like that.

But, see, I moved here for abstraction.

I moved here for beauty. I moved here for salt, trees, the ocean and for love. Once, I carried these grapes for you. And, for lush roses in the summer and for wet roses in November. And, for jade grapes and frilly poppies pushing through the city’s coarse expectations, the rock of the city unable to tame us...

Everything I said “yes” to. Poppies pushing through concrete—it was a vision of hope. The salt in my eyes was like the sun in the midnight—he blinded me. And, even the rain.

Yet, the rain tamed me.

I fell in love with myself, here, in Portland, while I fell out of love with him.

The rain...yes. Even the rain.

He was right.

Environment affects mood.

Julia Laxer lives for the stories and writes in the afternoons, in a rose-lit room in downtown Portland. Read more at JuliaLaxer.com and send love/hate mail to @JuliaLaxer.
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Once upon a time...

In the Dwarf-kin cubby of Dumpchick, there was, for a while, a terrible curse.

As the legends go, on the opening day of Summer Festival, a storm came, sending a shaft of lightning right down the middle of the great and sacred oak tree, Cancreblast. Rather than leave the wreckage of the tree as it was, the elders elected to cut down what remained of the tree and used the wood to rebuild a deck, not knowing that in doing so, a great curse had descended upon their people. So, it was for many years afterwards, that Dwarf-ladies could only conceive for one week during winter—a condition which slowly decimated the population of Dumpchick. And, so it was, on the day before what seemed to be the last Summer Festival of the ill-fated cubby, a hero arrived...

Wrothbeard winced.

The ale was delicious and light. A seasonal draught, perfect for washing down the several pounds of goat flesh and steak drippings being consumed by the hearty dwarf. Wrothbeard, having traveled afar from the cubby of Hillsboro, was preparing his body for the feat he would later attempt that day, during the opening ceremony of the Dumpchick Summer Festival.

If the stories were indeed true, then in order to lift the curse of a foreign dwarf, Wrothbeard must, on the first day of the Summer Festival, completely coat the cubby stump with his cum in a single session. Like, for example, he couldn’t blow a load on part of the stump, then try a bit later and cover it with more cum—no, it must be a single orgasm. If he failed in this attempt...well, Wrothbeard did not want to think about that. Not wanting to take any chances, the hero dwarf brought Bonchwick—his super hot second cousin.

Hearing a knock on the door of the cabin he and his second cousin were renting, Wrothbeard opened it, to see Bonchwick with a fresh tray of fatty goat meats, booze and cheese gravy.

“Brought some more fuel for your load later, my dear second cousin.”

“Thank you second cousin!” said Wrothbeard.

Bonchwick entered the cabin and set the tray down. “Have you been tugging your scroat like I told you to?”

“Aye, yes.”

“Very good. Noon is almost nigh, thus verily the hour of judgement approaches…”

“Hence my nervousness, hot second cousin. Though I have executed many rodents and some crows with even casual loads, my heart is heavy this morning.”

“Do not worry, Wrothbeard, I have much faith in you. Do you have blue balls?”

“Barely. That fact is akin to my worry.”

“Then worry not and stare hard at my chest, while I play with myself.”

Then, Wrothbeard ate some more goat flesh and tugged on his scrotum, while he watched his second cousin jab her clit with a spoon. Just as his asshole was beginning to clench from the ache of his now ponderous sack, there was heard the bellow of many trumpets.

Bonchwick rearranged her skirts. “Hither now, Wrothbeard, the festival is upon us. Let us fly to the Cummy Bum, the cubby stump of Cancreblast, so that you may please the gods with your load.”

Arriving at the town square, Wrothbeard and Bonchwick came and knelt before the cubby chieftan, Axe-To-Mouth.

“Ah!” bellowed Axe-To-Mouth. “You must be Wrothbeard and Bonchwick of Hillsboro! You do a great honor to Dumpchick cubby with your presence. Tell me, why have you come?”

Staying on one knee, Wrothbeard looked up at Axe-To-Mouth, “Your honor, I have come to try my hand at blowing a juicy load on your Cummy Bum.”

Axe-To-Mouth stroked his beard. “Aye, that’s what I heard. No doubt you have heard that our lady dwarves do not ovulate but once a year, during the coldest week of winter. And, that even though they are super horny, it’s kind of weird, like...they become strangers. And, that banging them gets blood everywhere, which turns some guy dwarfs off, even though it’s fun to make jokes, like, for example, saying it appears as if one has fucked a plate of buffalo wings. The mirth subsides, when you remember that this is a curse. And, I guess there are the cramps to worry about, though I personally wouldn’t know about that.” At this, some lady dwarves muttered and shat in contempt.

“But, a warning to you Wrothbeard Of Hillsboro!” Axe-To-Mouth continued. “If you fail, if your ropes are not juicy enough to coat our cubby’s stump Cummy Bum, then we must honor the forest gods, by cutting off your junk and feeding it to a hag.”

Bonchwick turned to Wrothbeard with worry, “Did you know of this Wrothbeard? That if your load isn’t fat enough, a hag will eat your junk?”

“Aye”

“Then, I have faith in you. May your load be heavy.”

“Then worry not and stare hard at my chest, while I play with myself.”

Wrothbeard got up and approached Cummy Bum, untying his leather pants so he could take out his dwarf penis and massage its base. All the other dwarves watched with their mouths open. Axe-To-Mouth shifted in his seat, “Yeah, get it, get it.”

Thinghole the hag fondled a duck whilst licking her lips—bring to mind her grandmother’s dwarf junk recipes.

Everyone, even a few children, watched as Wrothbeard squatted over Cummy Bum, tugging scroat as his eyes digested Bonchwick’s cans. Eyes rolling back, Wrothbeard gasped and ripped a fat, pearly rope with a good spread. The second rip was bigger than the first, so big, in fact, that it made a noise like a zit being popped. Everyone heard it and got turned on. Rope after rope, it seemed as if Wrothbeard wouldn’t stop cumming—each perfect rope as long and greasy as the last. The round face of Cummy Bum became slimy and entirely covered with Wrothbeard’s masterful load; his hearty jizz penetrating deep into the timeworn cubby stump.

Bonchwick ran behind her male second cousin just as he fainted, catching him. Wrothbeard wheezed, “Wuh...was my load...big enough?”

Bonchwick, crying, cried, “Yea second cousin! You came really hard!”

No one looking at Cummy Bum could deny that the cursed cubby stump was completely drenched in a gnarly load of pearl. A bunch of chicks ran up to the stump and started playing with his cum, making out with each other.

With joy, chief Axe-To-Mouth stood up from his lawn throne, “Hearken dwarves! The curse is lifted! May all the dwarf women of Dumpchick ovulate constantly!”

Then, all of the dwarves started fucking, except for the few child dwarves, who, hopefully, went away and forgot about everything they just witnessed.

As dusk gently descended, the dwarves of Dumpchick gave a round of applause for Wrothbeard, as he ripped a second round out and landed some significant pearl on Bonchwick’s lower back—one rope even making a nice thud. Everyone was there and saw it.

The End
HAPPY HOUR
4PM-7PM DAILY

INDUSTRY NIGHT
SUNDAY-THURSDAY
MIDNIGHT TO CLOSE

HAND-CUT ANGUS
STEAK DINNER

OPEN EVERY DAY 2PM-2:15AM
5021 SE POWELL BLVD • (503) 788-7178

FOR BOOKING, CALL DEVIN (503) 347-3267
The Pacific Northwest’s glorious summers are cause for celebration. In the few short months of somewhat consistently warm and beautiful, sunny days, everyone is doing everything outside—sunning, BBQing, shopping, eating, gardening...and, it’s easy to take the outdoors to the next level, by engaging in public sex. For some couples, public sex can be extremely arousing, because of the element of danger in possibly being caught. And, for others, it’s a matter of, “Okay, I can’t wait until we get to your place or mine—I really need to fuck you, right now.” Either way, this guide should come in handy and help to inspire. Just remember: don’t get caught! Oregon does have indecent exposure laws (keep reading).

Be Spontaneous (But Cautious)

Chances are, if you are fornicating in public, you are being spontaneous. But, you still want to keep a lookout for the most ideal spot—one where you won’t be discovered. Obvious places, like a dimly lit street while parked in your vehicle, are great options. But, so are restaurant bathrooms, certain parted bushes, the beach, secluded swimming holes, swimming pools, the roof of a high-rise building and your work bathroom, to name a few.

Be Ready

You could say that planning your outdoor fornication takes away from the spontaneity, but it’s worthwhile to maybe start before you get to your public place. Outdoor sex works best if both parties can finish in a timely manner, so foreplay beforehand (or even continuing the act at your outdoor location) works best. A car with steamed-up windows, parked on a street for 15 minutes, is less likely to be discovered than one that’s been hanging around for an hour.

Be On The Lookout

Constantly looking over your shoulder (or, your partner’s shoulder) can be a hassle when you are trying to get off, but it’s a necessary step to outdoor sex. Of course, some places will offer more privacy than others—car sex is the worst for the anxiety-ridden, but if you are quick and quiet, you can utilize gender-inclusive restrooms and no one will be the wiser.

Be Creative

Not everyone feels comfortable doing something as intimate as having sex outdoors or in public. And, for those who aren’t thrilled with the idea, as well as the more reserved types of personalities, there are other ways to enjoy the excitement of outdoor sex, without being totally committed to it. Slipping a hand inside your lover’s unzipped pants for a quick handjob (or underneath their skirt and inside their underwear beneath a dinner table or darkened bar table), can fulfill your desire and could be a preview of what’s to cum.

Be Flexible

Car sex, pool sex and even bathroom sex will take some physical flexibility. Riding your lover, while the two of you are both squished into the driver’s seat of a small truck, will require some maneuvering. But, you will get the ultimate closeness you are craving, so don’t be afraid to get into your favorite position—no matter where you choose to do it.

Be Respectful

Okay, so you might be within earshot of your neighbors or innocent bystanders minding their own business, and they may or may not be interested in your activities, but you have to be respectful of others. So, try to stay out of sight and, if you have to disengage for a minute to appear as if you’re just hugging super close, then so be it.

Don’t Get Caught

According to FindLaws.com, Oregon has indecency laws—that generally prohibit public displays of sexual acts or private parts, or the act of “flashing” another person with one’s genitals (with intent of arousing the other person). Both offenses are charged as Class A Misdemeanors, which can result in a prison sentence of up to one year.
Nominated best small strip club in the West!

Featuring Pixie

COMING IN AUGUST -
11TH ANNUAL BIKINI
CAR & DOG WASH
BENEFIT!

“Home Of World-Famous Stripparaoke”

DEVILS POINT

5305 SE FOSTER RD • (503) 774-4513 • OPEN 11AM TO 2:30AM DAILY

NOW HIRING TALENTED, SEXY ENTERTAINERS • GO TO DEVILSPONTBAR.COM TO SCHEDULE AN AUDITION TODAY

FOR EVENTS AND DANCERS’ SCHEDULES, CHECK US OUT @ FACEBOOK.COM/DEVILSPONT • #DEVILSPONTPDX • @DEVILSPONTPDX
A notification dinged at me. The head bubble of a tan, middle-aged man with a gray mustache. Thinking nothing of it, I sipped creamy, chocolate-infused coffee, while I continued to check Facebook on my Android in the morning.

I called this person my cousin since I was in grade school—but, we weren't actually cousins. He was my oldest brother's friend. Him, his brother, sister and mother lived with us in Lake Worth, FL for a little while, when they were going through hard times.

My so-called cousin and oldest brother used to DJ at the local rollerskating rink, The Palace, in Lantana, down the street from the airport where the alleged 9/11 terrorists trained. They'd spin all the best freestyle and electro songs. It was the late 80s.

I'd skate on beats, in forward and backward circles, on the waxed floor to Shannon, Stevie B. and Lisa Lisa. To Afrika Bambaataa, Nucleus and Art Of Noise. My Hypercolor shirt would glow under the black lights. So would my fluorescent socks.

I'd roll up to the DJ booth on the neon commercial carpet that was flat enough to still skate on, just at a slower pace. I'd always have a rotating girlfriend with me, who'd inevitably crush on both my brother and cousin.

"Your brother looks like Jordan Knight," they'd all say with heart-shaped eyes. I'd roll mine, smack chewing gum and pop a bubble in her face. My attitude—coolness I emulated from my DJ relative wearing airbrushed jeans—went from the wheels of my skates, to the crescent of my waved bangs. At least, it did in my mind.

I'd always request "Time After Time" by Timmy T and the occasional Madonna.

Once I hit middle school, I went to The Palace for a new reason—LSD. The music and the lights, to a tween high on acid, produced endless entertainment. My brother no longer DJ'd there, but I'd still see my cousin once in a while. Never did I find out if he knew I was tripping balls.

Years passed and I moved all over the country, from Portland to Pittsburgh. I went back home to Palm Beach County from 2005-2009. That's when I ran into my cousin again.

My full-body tattoo stood out among the other airbrushed strippers at Platinum Nightclub in Lantana. There's not much of an alternative scene in the sex industry there—it's a completely different game in South Florida. This place was one of the seemingly nicer clubs in the area, although it ended up getting shut down after a successful prostitution sting. I knew it!

I danced on stage, giving the last show of the night. I stood near the door and bar, which was the biggest section of stage; the rest of it stretched out like a catwalk toward the end of the room.

I climbed the pole, posed and kicked one leg out, then slid down. Then, I did a flip on the ground and arose, to see my cousin talking to another stripper.

Looking back, he did gawk at me then. My instinctual repulsion had me preoccupied with grabbing my clothes, so I hadn't registered his googly eyes. But, I can see them wiggle back at me now.

I pressed my clothes against my bare skin, to cover myself as fast as possible, then told him to wait for me to get dressed, as I ran to the dressing room.

I returned, fully clothed and caught up with my cousin. We hugged. I was happy to see him, but still uneasy with embarrassment, because we're family. He sensed it.

"I've been working in strip clubs for years," he said. "Don't worry about it."

So, I don't...never did, because he never made it weird.

He's been on my Facebook friends list for a while—at least a couple of years. We message each other occasionally, sometimes leaving comments. Nothing abnormal.

The first message said, "Psst."

I read it and ignored it, because I didn't see it as important. I continued browsing Classical Art Memes and Joan Cornellà art.

His Bernie Lomax avatar popped up again. I opened it.

It's a bird's-eye view of his half-limp, untrimmed, bulbous wang, unfurled from his boxer briefs.

"WTF," I typed. "Don't ever talk to me again."

He not only made it weird—now, he made it absolutely revolting.

"Sorry, wrong Jamie," he sent, misspelling my name. Then he proceeded to tell me it wasn't a big deal, since he's seen me naked.

"Go fuck yourself," I sent.

He told me he could if he wanted, to because it's long enough.

I immediately deleted everything and blocked him in utter disgust. I then turned tragedy into art and told the story on Facebook. My younger sisters—who are twins—wrote me, individually, telling me they knew it was him. I called my mother and she said, "He's a sleazebag. He's worked in strip clubs for a long time."

"Mom, I've worked in strip clubs before," I said.

"I didn't mean that...you're right, that's not why he's a creep, but he is a creep," she said.

How is it that I'm the last woman in my immediate family to know my so-called cousin is now a full-blown freakazoid? Thanks for the memo, loves.

Over time, heavy drinking, that South Florida dirty-dirt and desperate loneliness created an incestuous dick-pic sender. Facebook and the internet lubricated his ego just enough to snap and send.

Maybe, one day, he'll feel bad and apologize. Until then, I won't be calling him my cousin anymore.

Jaime Dunkle mixes the profound and the profane in her prose, with an altruism that stems from her background as a journalist. Her stories range from fiction to personal narrative and often blur between the two. Don't send her dick pix at JaimesDunkle.com or @JaimeDunkle. No creepers allowed.

Love in a Plain Brown Envelope: My So-Called Cousin

By Jaime Dunkle
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LUCKY DEVIL Lounge

Esme
GODDESS BDAY PARTY!
WEDNESDAY, JULY 19

633 SE POWELL BLVD • (503) 206-7350 • OPEN 11AM-2:30AM DAILY
NOW HIRING TALENTED ENTERTAINERS 21 AND OVER • EMAIL PICS AND AVAILABILITY TO SHIFTS@DANCERBOOKING.COM

WWW.LUCKYDEVILLounge.COM | WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/LUCKYDEVILLounge
“Do you have to play such misogynistic music?”

The shrewing of a college-aged white girl. I know this sound.

“Ex-CUSE me, mister deeeeee jaaayyy, hell-looo00?”

The corner of my eye strains to acknowledge this woman, as she continues to invade my space. “What do you want?” I ask.

“Well, everything you’re playing is ‘bitch’ this and ‘pussy’ that. You should consider changing the genre.”

“And? We’re in a strip club. There are equal amounts bitch and pussy here. Tip me and I’ll play your Adele, which may put the club to sleep, but it will get you off my ass.” If there is a way to replicate the smile emoji with an actual, human expression, I do my best to do so, while staring back at Triggerella.

The green-haired, would-be-cute-if-she-didn’t-just-eat-fried-food, faux-ironic hipster acts as if I am the first dude from Portland to tell her “no,” ever, for any reason.

“Okay, so, clearly you’re not a feminist…”

I interrupt. “Second wave. I believe in equal rights and equal responsibility. If you want to change the music, go to DJ school and learn to DJ. Come back when you need a job and I might give you a shift. Some of the most successful DJs I know are women. They get along with the dancers and have excellent people skills.”

“Really?” She starts to loosen up.

“Just a fair warning, we pay female DJs seventy-six cents on the dollar.” The joke misses by a mile.

“You’re a prick, did anyone ever tell you that?” She was clearly not used to having her demands ignored.

“Yes, I hear that quite often,” I reply, while grabbing the microphone from under a pile of chicken wing bones. “Aaaand this is Sapphire for round two, ladies and gentlemen….Destiny on standby.” I turn my head back to the angry college girl. “Are we done here?”

“Obviously, you clearly don’t give a shit about treating women with respect. That’s probably why you’re a strip club DJ.”

I set my DJ software to autopilot and turn to this woman, with a smile. “Look, I get it. You woke up with a frown, because you hate yourself. You’ve dedicated your life to fighting imaginary evils and, as a result of not being able to rope everyone else into your negative, hysterical, self-help, victim outlook, you have decided to crusade against anything that remotely resembles fun. Sorry to hear that you have over-invested in your bullshit outlook on the world.”

I turn my head back toward the laptop screen, but resume the “conversation” with increasing intensity.

“Fuck your made-up boogieman, third-wave, men-are-scum, Portland State nonsense,” I continue, while watching the ETH/BTC market on GDAX. “Take it back to college where it belongs. Just like the religious bigots of the-80s, you neo-feminists of today came for our video games, our music and our comic books, fucked them all up and, as soon as we got a good female lead for a comic book movie, you bitched about that, too. I get it. Fat chicks are healthy. Open relationships are empowering. Gender is a made-up construct to keep you working at Whole Foods. War is peace, freedom is slavery and ignorance is strength. But, let me ask you this…why is it that every dancer here trusts me, alone, while nailed in a dark closet filled with black mold and no cellphone service, but she hasn’t even smiled at you since you’ve been here? The patriarchy? Rape culture? Or, because you’re not tipping…maybe that’s why. Communists aren’t tippers. You’re Tippers. Tipper Gores, up here, in my grill, bitching about rap music, because you clearly have never been to a black BBQ, a black house party or anywhere that doesn’t openly accept triggered white women and their problems. You modern SJWs are the exact same people as the religious right, except instead of outlawing the weirdos, queers and freaks, you pretend to be on our side—like a pedophile at the playground. Well, Tumblrina, once I see a dollar on the stage, I’ll play your clap-along indie rock bullshit that sounds suspiciously like the Christian pop music your predecessors tried to force on us. Until then, it’s N-bombs, bitches, hoes, tricks and pussy. So much black pussy, that DJ Quik will manifest out of nowhere and walk you out of our club. Now, what the fuck else can I do for you?”

A quiet, timid, female voice responds, “Umm…I guess I’ll just go with ‘Rack City’ for my first song and you can pick whatever else. Hope your day gets better.”

Apparently, the angry gnome in artificial coloring had decided to walk away halfway through my autistic fit, only to be replaced by a brand new dancer.

I had no idea at what point this poor new hire had decided to approach my booth, but the takeaway is amazing; not only did she stand quietly and listen to me unload on every hipster twat who’s ever tried to police my amazing music selections, but she picked a cut that would clearly ensure that said green-haired woman would never, ever return to our club. I made sure to clarify that I wasn’t talking to her, but she didn’t seem to care.

The dancer, Crystal, became one of my favorites. Respectful, open, willing to do her job, able to appreciate other cultures, natural hair color and minimal makeup. Great with finances, on time to her shift and never once blamed anyone else for her problems. She danced at Bada Bing for a few years, saved up and bought a house for herself and her kid. That is what a feminist looks like.

TalesFromTheDJBooth.com
Mystic Gentlemen’s Club
Now Hiring Portland’s Top Entertainers (21+) For All Shifts! Open Auditions
Tuesdays & Fridays 2pm-8pm, (503) 801-7859.

Dream On Saloon
Now Hiring Dancers 21+ Low Stage Fees + No Mandatory Tip Outs
Work Any Shift Available - You Decide! Text (503) 255-7450

Hawthorne Strip
Hiring Professional Entertainers 21+
To Set Up An Audition, Send A Few Photos, A Brief Summary Of Your Experience & Contact Information To HawthorneStrip@gmail.com

King’s Is Hiring Dancers
All Shifts Available
Call Leah At (503) 780-0155

Whispers
Auditioning Sexy, Motivated, 18+, Independent Lingerie Models
Contact Jamie @ (360) 281-7584
Daily Shifts Available Starting @ 11am
No Stage Fees - Earn Top Dollar

ALL-NEW BOOM BOOM ROOM!
New look! New sound! New feel! Classy exotic dance club on upscale SW Barbur Blvd. Seeking top-quality dancers. Call (503) 919-8644
Auditions daily 2pm-8pm

Motivated Models Needed
G Spot is hiring motivated, money-minded lingerie models 18+. Female owned & operated — the most established lingerie shop in PDX. Call Ivy at (503) 972-1111 or email sheena@pdxgirls.com

TALK IS CHEAP – AND DIRTY!
Call FREE! (503) 416-7435
Or (800) 700-6666
www.RedHotDateline.com
WHERE REAL GAY MEN MEET
FOR UNCENSORED FUN! 18+
Browse & Reply For Free
(503) 416-7444

Like Domination?
Miss Karma Experienced In BDSM
Fully-Equipped Dungeon
3414 NE 82nd Ave PDX 97220

HYPNOX PHOTOGRAPHY
WWW.HYPNOX.COM • (206) 226-3853

TO ADVERTISE HERE, CALL
(503) 804-4479

Dennis Hof’s Team Bunny Ranch!
Now Hiring Fun Girls!
4 Reno/Tahoe Brothels
3 Las Vegas Brothels
Email MadamSuzette@BunnyRanch.com
Or Dennis@BunnyRanch.com
Or Call (888) 286-6972
We will work around your schedule and provide housing!
www.BunnyRanch.com
(You Don’t Have To Be On TV)

Seattle Dancers
Auditioning Daily For Girls Who Want To Make Fast Cash
Call (425) 235-3710
www.ClubSinRa.com

Why Dancers Love Club Sinrock!
- No Fines, You Make Your Own Schedule
- Upscale, VIP Private Dance Rooms
Professionally Managed, Clean & Safe
Portland Auditions (503) 335-7721

Stars Cabaret
1550 Weston Court NE - Salem, OR
(503) 372-8063 Auditions Daily

Stars Bridgeport
Seeking Professional Entertainers & Staff
Call (503) 726-2403

Spearmint Rhino
Now hiring dancers! Daily auditions from 4pm-7pm.
Call (503) 894-9219 for more info!

Club Rouge
Portland’s Premier Gentlemen’s Club
Always Contracting Entertainers
Drop-in auditions are Mon-Sat 11am-6pm, Sun 2pm-6pm

Cabaret
17544 SE Stark St. Hiring girls 18 & over.
Auditions Mon-Sat 2pm-6pm, Sun 2pm-6pm.
Call (503) 252-3529

Safari Showclub
Auditioning Dancers 21+
For Bookings Or To Schedule An Audition, Contact Alé
At (503) 268-7429
Between 10am And 10pm

Devil Dancer Promotions
Booking 4 Casa Diablo & other strip clubs.
Wanted: Angelic faces with devilishly delightful bodies. Make more $$$ than God! 18+, no experience necessary. Stage fee is only $2 per shift.
Call (503) 222-6600 now!
www.Booking.Dance/Audition

Hate Schedules? So Do WE!
Tired of scheduling hassles? Hate getting fined? We don’t have schedules! Work whenever you want!
Golden Dragon Exotic Club - 324 SW 3rd Ave
(Downtown) (503) 274-1900
Auditions Daily! Anytime!
CLASSIFIEDS • CLASSIFIEDS • CLASSIFIEDS • CLASSIFIEDS • CLASSIFIEDS • CLASSIFIEDS • CLASSIFIEDS • CLASSIFIEDS • CLASSIFIEDS

**CLUB SINROCK**

DANCERS READY FOR A CHANGE OR ADVENTURE?
FREE HOUSING & TRAVEL ASSISTANCE AVAILABLE, EXCELLENT EARNING OPPORTUNITY!

- **WASHINGTON**
- **ALASKA**
- **OREGON**
- **SEATTLE/Renton Club**
- **Anchorage Club**
- **Fairbanks Club**
- **Portland Club**

MUST BE 18. CLUBSINROCK.COM - EMAIL US TODAY AT CLUBSINROCK@GMAIL.COM
ALWAYS SAFE - PROFESSIONALLY MANAGED CLUBS - WITH UPSCALE PRIVATE VIP ROOMS!

---

**CLUB FURNITURE FOR SALE**

- **16 LARGE VIP DANCE BOOTHs**
  - 6.5 FEET TALL WITH A 4-FOOT-WIDE SEAT IN THE MIDDLE
  - THEY COME IN 2 SECTIONS THAT CLAMP TOGETHER
  - ALL HAVE CUSTOM EXOTIC UPHOLSTERY & ARE IN LIKE-NEW CONDITION
  - COST $2,500 EACH TO BUILD, PLUS SHIPPING FROM K&G FURNITURE IN HOUSTON (SPECIALIZING IN ADULT CLUB FURNITURE)
  - WILL SELL FOR $1,000 EACH - LOCATED IN SEATTLE
  - ALSO HAVE 7 MATCHING SIDE-BY-SIDE LOUNGE CHAIRS
  - 6 MATCHING BARSTOOLS WITH ROTATING SEATS AND 10 ROLLING CHAIRS

(206) 501-0547 OR BOB486141@GMAIL.COM

---

**CASA DIABLE$ = $$$$ MONEY $$$**

Casa Diablo is the only strip club from Portland to make
www.TUSCL.com’s TOP 100 strip clubs in North America list!

We are fun and drama free!
If you liked the movie “Dusk ’Til Dawn,”
then you’re going to love us!
Shift fee is only $2!
Auditions at Casa Diablo Wed-Thu 4pm-7pm (224),
& Now Auditioning Minor Dancers (224)
At Dusk ’Til Dawn 2pm-7pm Daily,
Get started at www.BustingDanceAuditions.com
503-222-6600 • www.CasaDiable.com • www.DuskTilDawnclub.com

---

**XPOSE**

HIRING DANCERS & STAFF
CALL (503) 482-3494 OR (971) 295-3780
10140 SW CANYON RD • BEAVERTON, OR

---

NOW HIRING DANCERS
LOW STAGE FEES - NO MANDATORY TIP OUTS
WORK ANY SHIFT AVAILABLE - YOU DECIDE!
TEXT (503) 268-7429
SEE SCHEDULE AT DREAMSALON.COM
SHIFTS AVAILABLE NOW!
ATTENTION DANCERS

WE PAY A WEEKLY SALARY OF $450!
RELAX ON BEAUTIFUL WHITE SAND BEACHES,
OVERLOOKING CRYSTAL CLEAR OCEAN WATERS!

FREE HOUSING AVAILABLE!
CALL TODAY...
671-688-5235

FREE ROUND-TRIP AIRFARE!
GUAM’S CLUB USA SHOWCLUB OFFERS ENTERTAINERS THE OPPORTUNITY OF A LIFETIME!

DANCE & DRINK COMMISSIONS, PLUS TIPS PAID TO YOU NIGHTLY!

WWW.CLUBUSAGUAM.COM • EMAIL US AT PAT@CLUBUSAGUAM.COM • 671-688-5235
1270 N MARINE CORPS DR • PMB 781 SUITE 101 • TAMUNING, GUAM U.S.A. 96913

ENJOY A NICE WORKING VACATION IN THE WARMTH OF PARADISE!
FREE AIRFARE FOR A 2-3 MONTH CONTRACT!
LIVING ACCOMMODATIONS AVAILABLE FOR $15/DAY!
FRIENDLY AND SAFE WORKING ENVIRONMENT!

EXCELLENT EARNING OPPORTUNITY! $450 WEEKLY SALARY + DRINK AND DANCE COMMISSIONS + TIPS! MUST BE AT LEAST 18 YEARS OF AGE, EMAIL RECENT PHOTOS TO CLUBFOXYGUAM@GMAIL.COM • CONTACT ALICIA (671) 747-7770 OR CONTACT MAMA IE (671) 686-7434
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Cheyenne sucks face with another dancer on the red leather couch in the dressing room. A mesh of pale flesh, black lingerie and spit. A primal aroma of arousal and marijuana permeates.

I walk to the vanity and sit. Naked, wearing heels, on the counter, I fix my smudged eyeliner and hot pink lipstick in the mirror.

The DJ calls the dancer entwined with Cheyenne. She comes up for air, runs up the stairs to the stage and gangs at her lace bodice and booty shorts.

Cheyenne sits up and lights a joint. She exhales weed smoke into a toilet paper roll stuffed with fabric softener sheets.

“You’re next, Lux,” she says and hands me the joint. I walk over to the couch and grab it with my index finger, then pinch it with my thumb. She tosses the smoke-roll my way.

“For this,” I take a hit.

“Yeah. For that.”

I point at her up and down, with the roll as a wand. “No.”

“Don’t kid yourself,” I say. “But, these dudes keep calling over to the couch. I grab a handful of CDs and hit the stage.

**Bertha**

Bertha squeezes her huge tits on stage. Purple veins run through the nipples and almost reach her shoulder. They sag and swing, because they’re real.

We change in the musky dressing room that’s more like a large closet. Paint peels and hangs from the Pepto-Bismol walls. Bertha steps into a pair of jeans.

“Are you leaving?” I ask, because we’re the only dancers on shift. I’ll have to cover her rotation on stage until she returns.

“I’m going to blow a guy next door for some extra cash,” she says. “My kid and my husband don’t know how I make so much money.”

Next door is a porn arcade with private rooms. I have no idea how to respond. I don’t want to judge, even if it’s not my lifestyle.

“How much do you make?” I ask, while applying more mascara in front of the stained dressing room mirror.

“Enough,” Bertha says, before shutting the door behind her.

I grab a handful of CDs and hit the stage.

**Ca$h Me Out Carl**

Yesterday’s Big Mac left its mark in his ever-growing beard. A chunk of meat, maybe some lettuce? It didn’t matter—he had money, power, chicks and a Harley. Carl booked numerous bars and everyone kissed his big ass. He could get away with bad hygiene.

But, he couldn’t get away with the smell and he knew it. He relied on an employee he called “friend,” to tell him when he reached the stench threshold—literally and figuratively.

Today, he needs more. He needs a favor, one that was promised, Daniel brings over what he’s dubbed The Gerber.

Ca$h Me Out Carl disappears for a few days and Daniel is stuck booking too many clubs alone, so he hires a dancer to help him.

“Where have you been?” Daniel asks.

“Hey boss,” Daniel says, over the phone.

“Do you still blow glass?” Ca$h Me Out Carl asks.

“Yeah.”

“Can you make...dildos?” Carl asks. The skin under his beard hot to the touch. He rubs it.

“I actually already do,” Daniel says. “Do you have a design in mind?”

“I want one as big as a baby’s head,” Carl says. “For these crazy chicks.” He laughs, kicking his feet down into the mattress.

“I can have it ready this weekend,” Daniel says.

That weekend, as promised, Daniel brings over what he’s dubbed The Gerber.

Ca$h Me Out Carl limps over, his head hung low, sweat on his brow. He clutches a bar stool as he shuffles closer to Daniel, who’s seated at the strip club bar. Peanuts crunch under Ca$h Me Out Carl’s feet. The sound and vibration nauseates him.

“Can I get a bitters, soda and lime, and a side of JD on the rocks?” he asks the bartender, groans and slowly sits down. “Don’t give me that shit,” he says and sneers at Daniel. “I’ve been out sick. Had to get a goddamn colonoscopy.”

Daniel holds images of The Gerber out of his mind, sipping his IPA.

“That sucks,” he says.

“No fucking shit,” Ca$h Me Out Carl says.

They sit at the bar in silence, until Lux, the new agent Daniel hired to help him, arrives.

Jaime Dunkle mixes the profound and the profane in her prose with an altruism that stems from her background as a journalist. Her stories range from fiction to personal narrative and often blur between the two. Ca$h her out at JaimeDunkle.com or @JaimeDunkle. No creepers allowed.
ARMCHAIR FAMILY VIDEO
3205 SE MILWAUKIE AVE • (503) 477-5446
MON-FRI 11AM-6PM & SAT 11AM-5PM
WWW.BAVIDEO.SHOP
A NEW WEBSITE TO BUY ADULT DVDS
& MAGAZINES ONLINE!
IN THE STORES, WE HAVE
JUST-IN AMATEUR ZOO SEX DVDS
AND LOTS OF OTHER THINGS!
AT THE FOSTER STORE, WE BUY
USED DVDS, COMICS & MAGAZINES!
B.A. VIDEO
7964 SE FOSTER RD • (503) 477-5446
MON-FRI 11AM-7PM, SAT 11AM-5PM

Vegas-Style Lineup
Friday, July 21
BODY RUBS
FETISH
TOYS
DOMINATION
BONDAGE
SENSUAL STRIPTEASE
COUPLES
2-GIRL
24/7,
PRIVATE,
ADULT FUN
www.PlayHousePortland.com
8226 NE FREMONT ST • 503-568-4090

TeamBLU Mobile Strip Club
Portland Titty Tour!
Join us on the STRIPPER PARTY BUS hosted
and guided by the TeamBLU Travel Team
Contact CheerTeamBLU@gmail.com for details
ONLY BAD BITCHES NEED APPLY

MOTORBOATS-4-VETS
Showing our continued support
and donations to the DAV
“Making your tips and our tits count”

exotic magazine | xmag.com
I’m your friend, your teacher, your classmate. We’ve laughed together. We’ve cried together. We’ve watched games together. We’ve even offered each other advice. Here’s some advice you haven’t asked for, but I hope you find it useful. You care about people’s feelings, that’s why you advocate for social justice. But, have you thought about the repercussions of your jokes regarding the punching and killing of Nazis? What if I told you that I, regrettably, used to be one? I mean, we’re friends. We’re colleagues. We’re co-workers. Teammates. Do you really want me dead?

My dreadful past is probably part of why you like me, honestly and ironically, but you don’t know it. My shameful past has made my present self more mindful of other people’s thoughts and feelings, more diplomatic than the average person and more aware of prejudice and privilege. An unlikely outcome—I know.

I’m not saying that I’m happy about how I arrived at these perceptions. There’s never any justification for bigotry, racism, prejudice or hate of any kind. I don’t even know exactly how it started. I was so mentally and emotionally damaged that, by the time I started reading The Turner Diaries, Tom Metzger and Albert Pike, I was hooked. I was already looking for a way to be violent and offensive 24/7, because, looking back, I was a mess. I hated looking in the mirror at the bruised teen who glared back at me. I hated my life. I hated my friends. I hated my family. I hated my childhood. I hated my history. I hated everyone and everything in the world. So, that’s how it all started...I was a complete misanthrope. I wanted everyone to die. I wanted me to die. White supremacy was a perfect outlet for all the violence that festered inside of me. I’m disgusted with my own weakness and by how impressionable I was back then.

I was the most psychotic, antagonistic and suicidal I’ve ever been in my whole life. I still feel a gravitational pain in my heart and soul for the damage I’ve caused, to the unfortunate casualties I victimized with wrathful hatred. I wish I could tell every one of them how sorry I am. I’ve lost endless nights of sleep over the rotten things I’ve said and done to innocent people. I subjected them to my death-obsessed psychosis. I’ve vomited verbal violence all over their psyches. I cannot take back those spirit-crushing words, no matter how hard I wish I could. I cannot cleanse myself enough, after bathing in the toxic waste of white power ideology. That was truly the darkest, most vile period of my entire life.

I know I deserve worse than night terrors, but do I deserve to die?

I wish I could tell you all of this to your face. I see you threatening to punch and kill Nazis and it makes me afraid to tell you the truth. I don’t want to shock you. I don’t want to hurt you. I don’t want to disappoint you. I also don’t want to relive the utter torment of my deepest regret. And, most importantly, I don’t want you to kill me.

I wish I could come out of the ex-Nazi closet, because I have some useful information for you. I want to give you valuable insider knowledge before you confront, yell at, shove, punch or attempt to maim and murder a Nazi.

Nazis are always armed. Just assume that anyone bold enough to publicly proclaim their white-power identity has a weapon on them, at all times. I never knew a person who didn’t carry a knife or a gun, or a knife AND a gun...or several knives and several guns. Again, this is at all times. Even to 7-11...especially to 7-11. You know why?

Nazis are always ready and willing to fight—often times to the death. A Nazi yearns to fight. In fact, a Nazi actively looks for fights. They start fights (or antagonize people until they lash out, at least). They know they’re armed, so why would they feel threatened? Most of the time they’ll shout racial epithets to instigate a fight, so they can justify an attack—with weapons. When a Nazi fights, they fight to kill—as in, actually murder. They are willing to kill and die for their White Nationalist lie. This is far more common than you realize. Please always keep it in mind.

I’m grateful I got away from the Aryan gang I was in, soon after I realized how serious they were about physically harming people. I once had a pretty close call, when the group I ran with started a fight against a rival gang. Luckily, it didn’t escalate as planned. I was the most pissed and I hate admitting that, as I type this. It makes me sick. The same fists that had itched back then, clenched in shame now. It hurts. I finally came to my senses and escaped soon after. I no longer wanted everyone to die. I no longer wanted me to die.

But, now I worry you do. When I hear you say, “the only good Nazi is a dead one,” I cringe in fear that you’ll find out what I did to myself and automatically hate me and want me dead.

Am I wrong? Do you truly think that people aren’t capable of change? Do you not care about giving someone the opportunity? Would you rather see them die?

I would’ve never changed, if it weren’t for my close friends lecturing me about how I was buying into a cult-like, hateful way of thinking—that I, in fact, wasn’t thinking and needed to start, or else I’d regret it. They were right. I came out of that hole, but not without gashes and bruises. I would’ve never changed, if strangers hadn’t discussed their views with compassion and insight, which later affected me deeply, upon reflection. That’s the thing about being in a gang—you can become insanely loyal, even when it is nonsensical to do so. I had the insight brought to me, but I had a delayed reaction.

I would’ve never changed, if I hadn’t been around the most furious, vengeful hate-mongers on the planet. I saw what these people were really like. I could describe to you their likely demographic, hierarchy, habits, hangouts, literature and evil schemes. That’s not something I’m proud of, but I want to make the information useful and put it out there to help protect people from inexcusable hatred.

I wish I never had to say any of this. I wish none of it ever happened. But, it did. And, I have to live with it. I have to answer to my loved ones about it. I have to apologize to those I’ve hurt, if ever given the chance. Thinking about it already makes me want to die, to this day. But are you really the one who wants to pull the trigger?

Will you kill me for my past?
THE GOLD CLUB
WORLD FAMOUS GENTLEMEN'S CLUBS

NEW FOOD MENU
DAILY LUNCH SPECIALS
HAPPY HOUR 'TIL 7PM
LARGE OUTDOOR PATIO AREA
6 OREGON LOTTERY MACHINES
2 POOL TABLES
6 STAGES

Final Qualifier
Vagina beauty pageant 2017
THURSDAY
JULY 20 @ 9PM

17180 SE McLoughlin Blvd / Milwaukie, OR 97267 / (503) 908-1177
OPEN MON-SAT 11:30AM-2AM & SUN 4PM-LAST CALL • WWW.PDXGOLD.CLUB
AUDITIONING DANCERS 18 AND UP • CONTACT (971) 263-7772
Patio Party
SAT, JULY 29
LIVE MUSIC!
LOTS OF FRESH BBQ!

Best Food in Town
NEW HAPPY HOUR MENU
$1, $2 & $3 ITEMS!
4PM-8PM

New & Exciting Food Menu with Over 30 New Additions

All-You-Can-Eat Spaghetti Mondays Until 10PM

50¢ Taco Tuesday
Build-Our-Own Taco Bar

Hiring Dancers
TUE-THU NOON-6PM
CALL (503) 780-0155

Monday Night Madness!
Over 15 Girls!
2 Stages!
$1 Margaritas!

Daily Lunch Specials
$5 1/2 lb Burger and a Beer
Mon-Fri Noon-6pm

Daily Dinner Specials
Starting at 5pm

$9.99 14oz Ribeye
With Fries, Jumbo Shrimp, & House Salad
 Fri & Sat Night Only!
Finals!

The 8th Annual

Vagina Beauty Pageant™ 2017

Thursday

JULY 27 @ 9PM

VIP TABLES AVAILABLE!

$8,000 IN CASH & PRIZES!
TO ENTER, CALL (503) 380-5800

12035 NE GLISAN ST • (503) 889.0332
LAST THURSDAY
COUNTRY NIGHT

HAPPY HOUR
11:30AM-5PM

DANCERS
• PAY ONE LOW STAGE FEE
• THREE PRIVATE DANCE AREAS & NO TAKE OUT
• NO MANDATORY TIP OUTS
• WORK ANY SHIFT THAT IS AVAILABLE
• 21+ DANCERS ONLY
• DANCERS TEXT ALÉ (503) 268-7429
• AUDITIONS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
• SEE SCHEDULE AT DREAMONSALOON.COM

Enjoy Hot Summer Nights With These Sexy Sisters!

Venus & Eris

15920 SE STARK ST • (503) 253-8765
OPEN 11:30AM-2AM DAILY
CASA DIABLO
ORIGINAL BLOOD

Sexy Señoritas
of the Month

Katniss & Felicia

Open Daily from 11:00am to 2:30am • www.CasaDiablo.com
2839 NW St. Helens Road, Portland, Oregon 97210 • (503) 222-6600
Auditions Weds. & Thurs. from 4pm to 7pm • www.Booking.Dance
**BEACH WEEK**
**MONDAY, JULY 17 - SUNDAY, JULY 23**
MON - WED - BEACH VOLLEYBALL
THU - WET T-SHIRT CONTEST
SAT - POOL PARTY
SUN - CAR WASH

**T-BONE TUESDAYS**
$12.50 T-BONE STEAK, FRIES & DOMESTIC PINT
ALL DAY, EVERY TUESDAY

**SALEM**
503.370.8063 • 1550 WESTON CT NE • 97301
FACEBOOK.COM/STARSSALEM • @STARSINSALEM

**CANDYLAND PARTY**
SATURDAY, JULY 8
SWEET TREATS, COSTUMES, GIVEAWAYS & MORE!

**BRAZILIAN LUAU**
SATURDAY, JULY 22
SPECIAL MENU, GIVEAWAYS & MORE!

**TACOS & TEQUILA TUESDAYS**
50+ TACOS & TEQUILA SPECIALS
ALL DAY, EVERY TUESDAY

Visit us online at www.starscabaret.com

**FOLLOW US ON INSTAGRAM STARSINSALEM**

PHOTO BY HYPNOX

NEW DANCERS WELCOME • NOW HIRING BAR, COCKTAIL & DOOR STAFF

**LUNCH SPECIALS**
MON-FRI 11AM-4PM
ALL LOCATIONS

**$5 LUNCH SPECIALS**